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Clark: Black Hole

black hole
Marde
mardenj
mardena
marden
nJJ clark
Is that what you wanted an ultimate image
of diabolic deity
take a star not ours thank god
but a star minimum two and a half times ours
or maximum twenty let it be born of cosmic dust
collapse to red giant then shrink to live its normal active life
fusing hydrogen atoms to throw out light and heat
for a hundred thousand millennia let it light the sky let it burn
and burn itself to death then let it expand and cool
to super giant then collapse again to white dwarf
then collapse again fast then faster
exponentially faster
till total
collapse

nospace
between neutrons
no movement of electrons
no neutrons or electrons at all
A singularity of infinite density and zero volume
just mass momentum charge

just energy
energy
sucking

in
gravity

gone mad
pulling everything in to itself
letting nothing escape
not even the slightest ray of light
but energy that reaches out and sucks into its
vortex

marden J oark
clark
dark professor of english at brigham young university has recently published
late
poetry entitled moods oblate
of lafe
oflate

a

volume of
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cosmic dust worlds stars whole galaxies
growing proportionately with each in mass and energy

lets risk something
cosmo naut
not a cosmonaut

at some point long before he was close
hed be stretched out a kilometer tall

then much taller before the final compression
a ray of light
little puli
gravity has littlipull
pull on light
beam it close but not too close or the hole
will suck it in completely

but try

get just the critical distance

ten

kilometers or so away
and youll send it into orbit around the hole
but keep it just a little farther out
and it will veer in toward the hole
but of its own energy and speed
pull itself out again
1I cant help wondering though
if it could possibly escape unscathed
if it wouldnt go forever
Cork screwing its way through space
corkscrewing
warped eternally by its encounter
satan be such a hole the son of the morning
could stan
ferrier of light
terrier
lucifer the morning star lucifer gerrier
child of light
cosmic rebel for kingdoms sake
born of light shed by light exile into night
pulling his third of heaven
pulling into dark utter dark black
black hole
so now his task to suck into himself the sons of man
and of god

but push the vision push the horror
how much mass can zero volume hold

what

cosmic counter forces could compete

our sun or any

sun or any constellation of suns
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or galaxy

of suns
sage
safe only by light years of space and time
but that energy reaching out
sucking in
whoie of heaven yields
until the whole
in ultimate cosmic vortex ultimate implosion

what need of fire or ice
just gravity
ali to
ail
pulling all

nought
if satan be infinite singularity
ll11 IL is
13 god
what
joo
W 1141
JVU
llau
ilau
ilal then

zero density and infinite expansion
infinite love and infinite light
suffused through infinite space

that ray of light

we risked

some part of god
not just that ray
but all those suns sucked in
one third of him
those centers of light and energy
but now become the enemy
sending nothing forth but pull

cosmic armageddon
galaxies flow like streams of atoms
the pull increases reaches out farther ever farther
to suck all in
till god himself must feel the pull
light only lightly subject to gravity
but all that gravity
and so many of his hosts gone in
how can he even he resist that pull

but here my vision fails me
has failed me all along
for god is now a what
Is
who
iswho
ischo
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infinite expansion perhaps
but with a local habitation and a name
love
ah yes he feels the pull
the terrible pull of love toward loss
the pull of creator toward lost creature
but not that aweful gravity
cosmic armageddon
assume its true
assume that satan wins
sucks infinite space
into himself
still never god

god gives forth
outside that hole outside that force
god gives light

but if some force of god pulled in
deep within at the very core
something must
stir
those neutrons must stir
respond to light
respond to life
push out push out push out

with

ever increasing force exponentially increasing
come to life generate neutrons electrons atoms matter B A
NG
AN
the universe is on its way again generating
cosmic dust suns stars galaxies

earths

and here on earth we talk

or pen

our feeble poems
safe in light year spaces
exponential numbers eons
bons and infinities
that awe but comfort and protect us
our little world bathed in light
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grom light
green synthesizing our food from
and hardly know what power might now be pulling on us
duli power of dark upon me now
duil
faint dull
the gaint
puli of light
the soft sweet pull

our beneficent
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